Are there current limiting components employed in a feeder circuit in the panel?

Is a power transformer with an isolated secondary employed in the feeder circuit?

Is a listed current limiting circuit breaker employed in the feeder circuit?

Is it rated 20A @ 600V or less?

Is a power transformer with an isolated secondary employed in the feeder circuit?

Does the power transformer have an isolated secondary rated 10kVA or less?

Does the power transformer have an isolated secondary rated 5kVA or less?

Does the power transformer have an isolated secondary rated 10kVA or less?

Use 2kA rating. Proceed to SB4.4

Use 5kA rating. Proceed to SB4.4

Use 2kA rating. Proceed to SB4.4

Use 5kA rating. Proceed to SB4.4

Use 5kA rating. Proceed to SB4.4

Use rating value from table SB4.2 Proceed to SB4.4

Is it rated 15A @ 600V or less?

Is it rated 15A @ 600V or less?

Proceed to SB4.4

Use 10kA rating. Proceed to SB4.4